
Ron Denton (SFMS Immediate Past President) having fun 
at auction.  Elizabeth Siegfried was the runner at the 
auction and is handing Ron’s purchases to him 
(photograph submitted with article). 
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 Introducing the New Education Chairman 
 
I have just been appointed SFMS Education Chairman and would like to 
introduce myself to those folks in the Federation who have not met me. 
Perhaps we can also talk a little bit about the direction we hope to take 
the SFMS Workshops. 
 
I am from South Carolina and have been the SC State Director for the 
Southeast Federation for several years. Prior to that I was an 
Engineering Professor at Clemson University. After retiring, I served as 
Wildacres Registrar and as SFMS Education Chairman for seven 
presidents from 1989 to 1996. The major changes that occurred during 
that time period included opening SFMS Workshops at the William 
Holland School of Lapidary Arts and the expansion of Wildacres sessions 
from two to three workshops each summer. Prior to that new session, the 
two workshops at Wildacres were over-subscribed with an often-
disappointed waiting list. We originally started contracting for three 
workshops at William Holland but one of the workshops in June was 
dropped since it was difficult to fill it at that time.  
 
Over the past several years I have taught Basic Lost-wax Casting at both 
Federation and Non-Federation workshops at both William Holland and 
Wildacres. During the years since the early 1980’s that I have been in the 
SFMS Federation I have taken a significant percentage of the courses at 
both Workshops. I actually started out as a faceter. 
 
The financial status of the Southeast Federation and the Federation 
workshops has changed considerably since my prior tenure as Education 
Chairman. This has resulted in a number of policies that differ from those 
previously in place. I do not plan to make immediate changes but we face 
many of the same issues that were of concern ten years ago, were 
addressed by various Ad Hoc Committees, and were voted on by the 
Federation membership. Some of the financial considerations are 
different and some are new so it may be necessary to make changes in 
some policies during the coming years. I expect to face those decisions 
along with the SFMS President and First Vice President who are also 
members of the Education Committee. We will welcome ideas from any 
member of the Federation since this is likely to be a controversial 
problem-solving effort. 
 
This long discourse on past history is aimed at giving you some idea of 
the direction I hope to take our workshops while I hold the Chair of the 
Workshop Committee. I was a volunteer involved in the construction and 
development of the William Holland School and spent a lot of effort 
getting the initial SFMS Workshops off the ground at that School. We 
worked hard to be sure that the William Holland and Wildacres schools 
were run in the same way, neither favoring one nor the other. We tried to 
avoid or abolish any existing guidelines that would help one workshop 
school prosper at the expense of the other. We made significant efforts to 
expand the course offerings to make both workshops attractive to 
returning students. A number of advanced courses were instituted both to 
continue to attract students who became more and more skilled while 
attending SFMS Workshops and to help develop our own future 
instructors. Many of the instructors now teaching “came up through the 
ranks” of SFMS Workshops.  
 
We do not plan to change any of our prior workshop objectives. This 
is perhaps the best way to give you an idea of what to expect in the 
future. In addition, we will always be on the lookout for new courses and 
instructors. An excellent selection of 2004 classes is now in place due to 
the efforts of last year’s Directors who have been working on this year’s 
class schedules since last summer. I do not try to second-guess 
Directors and Registrars once decisions have been made but I plan to 
support them with ideas and suggestions for future development.  
 
Our basic course offerings as well as a number of popular advanced 
courses are on the 2004 Workshop schedule. We already have some of 
the best instructors available and are always looking for more. On behalf 
of the Registrars and Directors of both schools I invite you to join us for 
some of the best bargains in lapidary and jewelry-making workshops in 
the country. And if you have some ideas or suggestions for the future, 
please just pass them on to our workshop staff or me. We look forward to 
an excellent and prosperous Workshop season in 2004.   

Fred Sias, SFMS Education Chairman 

MY WEEK AT WILLIAM HOLLAND 
by Elizabeth Siegfried, 

Gem and Mineral Society of Franklin, NC 
Stamp Scholarship Winner 

 
What does spending a week at William Holland 
mean?  Um, let’s see, no cooking, no dishes, no 
cleaning!  Well that’s what my parents and I did on 
October 13th-19th, 2003. 
 
We spent a very enjoyable week.  My mother, Debra 
Siegfried, and I took Advanced Wire-Wrapping 
taught by Betty Baxter.  My father, Bruce Siegfried, 
took Cabbing by Gene Baxter.  We all learned how 
to make many beautiful things. 
 
One of my classmates, Mr. Bill Gould from the 
Hendersonville, NC. Club, gave each of us one of 
his faceted stones that he had made.  We turned 
them into very beautiful wire-wrapped rings. 
 
We had a very full week.  After class on Monday 
there was a soapstone demonstration by David 
Tuttle.  Tuesday evening there was the auction 
where I had the privilege of being the runner.  I think 
I made ruts in the carpet going to certain ones over 
and over again! 
 
 Wednesday classes were only half a day.  That 
week the Georgia Mountain Fair was in Hiawassee, 
so many of us went there.  Thursday was tailgating, 
which was fun.  Friday being the last day was Show 
and Tell. 
 
We also had the pleasure of meeting Ron and Anna 
Denton. 
 
It was a very exciting week, and I encourage all 
juniors to go, it’s a wonderful experience. 
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